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PREFACE*

The Educational Planning Guidelines for Governors State University have evolved from the
Master Plans and the Report on New Senior
Institutions of the Illinois Board of Higher
Educa~ion and from the ideas and concepts
developed by the pro fessional staff, its consultants, advisory conlmitte~}S, citizens. and

students . The General Assemb lv of the State
of Illinois authorized the e stab I ishment ot the
n~!w senior university and the founding hiUs

were signed into law on ,July 17, 1969 by
Governor Richard Ogilvie.
The Board of Governors of State Colleges and
Universities wlls assi(IMd the govemam:e of
the new University to be estal>lished in Park
Forest South, Illinois . and developed the initial
plan to open the University to advanced level
professional instruclion for juniors~ seniors. and

masters students in September of 1973 . a
date subsequently changed to September of
197 ·1. The Board, with thr: assistance of the
site seleGtion and site development architectural
firm of Johnson . Johnson and Roy, chose the
site of 7 53 acres in northern Will county
thus predicting the growth and development
of the model innovative institlltion as a part
of and contributor to the evo lution of a totally
new and modern city, the Village of Park
Forest South, w ith a population potential of
65,000 to 105,000 persons, plans for a
research and industrial pCJrk, unique housing,
shopping. transporLation and telecommunication

services. 1md a maj or hospilal and health del ivery
service to he deve loped contiguous to the
University .

T ransportation to the commuter University is
assured ease of access from existing road tJ:nd
highway systems includ ing Cicero Avenue , U.S.
50-Governors Highway, and 1-57-1-80 with the
proposed East-West Corridor Highw!ty to be
located near the site . Public transportation
will connect the University with Park Forest
South and. via the Ill inois Cer\tral Railroad,
commuter service to and from Chicago's Loop
and all connecting points w ill be available.

Comrncnciny with a staff or one on July 1,
1 9 6 9 . a smal l staff ol six professionals and
four supportive personne l were assembled
du ring 1969-70 to initiate an intrica.te and
dynamic planning process. When the date fort he
openiny of the University was chang(;d to the
fall of 1 971, this staff was augmented during
1 970- 71 to some 40 prolessionals and 20
supportive personnel. A relatively large nurnber
ot components, in addition to existing state

agencies, bo~r!l~, and staffs have contril>uted
to the pla nning of Governors State University
to date. Over thirty <HJlSide consuhan1s have

been us~>d to contribute to ancl critically react
to the various editions of the>;e Educat ional
Planning Guidelines . Presenwtions have been
made to a large number of grotr ps sin ce late
1969, representing tho variely of communities
in the southern m et rop olitan area. Churc;h
groups, businessmen, municipal ol fici als . ed -

ucators, college and graduate students. <mg incers. fanners ~ and community agency workers

have all had opportunities to read, hear , and
react to the concepts and id<:as generated in
the planning process . More than two thousar\d
copies of the original guide lines approved by
the Boardi in I 969 -70. have been dissem inatt:d .
A Citizens Committee planned the mitial draft
of the r<ttionale lor the Cooperative Educat ion
Program before the University even existed .
A Junior College Advi sory Council was estal>
lished represen ting the dozen nearest junior
colleges, which currently enroll over 57,000
students. A close-work ing, cooper;~tive co-equal
re lationship exis ts wi th this Council. Additiona l
commu nil\' council s have beer) established to
sc~rve w ith p lanners for each oi the rour initial

Colleges "vithin the University. These councils
have meml>ership from students . junior colleges,
cornmuni1y rBpH~sentatives,

and professional

representatives appropriate to the themes and
purposes ol the respective Colleges .

.. The Educational Plc:mning Guidelines are presented
here (Is an histoticat document. 'Nhile thau"! have
been sorne minor modi fications in this printing, the
docurncrrt essential!-,· u~ptescnts the origin<~ l ~~<)ncopts
and guidelines presented f<'l the: University's govf.rn ~

ing board in sut::c~ssive edi1iOn::>~

S•nce the fall of 1969 professional planners
relat.ng to nearly all aspects of university
structure have been engaged. Evans Assocoates
in conjunc tion with Caudill, Rowlett and Scot1
w ere selected as architec ts; Davis, MacConnell
and Ra lston Associates, a Division of Westinghouse . w~s chosen to assist in tho development
of educational guidelines and project initial ~pace
allocations; a library consulting team headed
by Dean Robert Downs of the University of
Illinois was engaged; planning for the wise
equoppu'lg and utilization of educational technology came from Instructional Dynamics, lncoopo•ated: and a wide variety o f additional
needed services have been obtained front legal
counsel, ::;oil engineers, and surveyors .

The M idwes t Research Olfice of Educational
Tes ting Service coonpleted In the spring of
1 970 a Delphi like survey of educational needs,
purposes, goals, and means which involved
over 12 00 persons in the Chicago metropolitan
area, Il linois, and the nation. Almost 6 00
persons from all watks of hfe responded to
the successive questionnaires by indicating
what they thought Governors State University
should he and should do as it undertakes its
serv ices to the people of tho State of Illinois.
Tho four major action objec tives of GSU evolved
durlno and from these processes.
In the midst of this com plexity involving literally
thousands of persons, a decision was made
to open Governors State University in off-site,
intenm facilities in the fall of 1971. The
assessment of area educational needs and the

pressures of junior college enrollments indicated
tho necessity for this change.
Because the process described above was so
broad in scope and dive rse In components,
u unirwo effort was undertaken to correlate
and intcrgrato all the necessary team members'
efforts. Tho services o f McKee, Berger and
Mansueto have been used to deve lop a Critical
Path Movement {persistence schedu ling) chart
and the supporting computerized program which
shows monthly progress and assures necessary
decision making at the approproate t1mes .
The U.S. Office of Educ<llion's Educational
Resources Information Cente• !ERIC) for Re·
seaoch in Teacher Eduea tiu n selected tho
Ur>iverslty to serve as (I model developing
institution . uti lizing tho compu ter access information of that Cente r to provide research da ta
and inform<llion answering Questions relating
to programs for teacher and school :ervoces
personnel. In this respect. as wolf as m many
others, Govemors State University is auntquely
modem, innovati1>g. and experimenting institution already. There are elements ofthe process
described herein that have not been used before
in tho development of a new universily. It
is the Intent of Governors State to contin11e
w ide involvement in the planning process; to
develop internal systen1s which wil l automat·
ically produce change as needs occur; and to
bo unusually responsive to the human, social,
and educational needs of the people of Illinois
who are 10 be served by the University.

ABSTRACT
The development of these Educational Planning Guidelines for Governors State University
has been undergirded by the legislation of the
Illinois General Assembly, the various reports
of tho Illinois Board of Higher Education, the
policies of the Board of Governors of State
Colleges and Universities, the staff of the
University, 8nd many others .
Tentative approval of an earli er edition of theso
Guidelines was eonfcrred by the Boord of
Governors in the fall of 1969.
A request is hereby made that the Board
approve the attached statement supported by
the various progress reports and additional data
previously and concurrently submitted as repre
scnting the lunc11onal planning parameters and
p.-oposcd operational systems ot mrs exper·
imenting new institution at this point in time.
The requested approval is sought in order to
enable GSU to proceed with educational planning
and staffing, deve lopment of organizational
structure, and effective Internal systems, ;md
as a guide to the architects for campus conceptual and programmatic design . '
Tho Guidelines de lineate· the concepts undergirding GSU "s mission. The challenge is to
develop a senior d ivision university serving
juniors, seniors. and masters students, con
centrating on service to junior college graduates,
and sHessing the goals of job efficiency, cultural
expansion. intra· and inter~personal relation·
ships, and functional citizenship primarily for
low and middle income youth and adulls seeking
advanced training. Essentially urban-oriented.
future and community service-minded, and stressing cooperative education in a variety ol
progr<Jms, the University has been charged with
becoming a model, open, fl.exible, unique, chllng in(l, innovative, and exper imenting instit\l tlon
constantly concerning itself with individual ari<l
sociotul needs and values in irs search lor
both qualitative excellence and eff iciency in
its leaching / iearnin~t. research, and service
fw1crions.
Four initial collcoial units havP. bP.en P.~1Ahtishod

.• . Colleges of Cultural Studios, Envoronmental
and Applied Sciences, Human Learning and
Development, and Business and Public Service
Programs within these Colleges are being develOped with attention to student, con11nunity
and state-wide needs, careful assessment of
resources and priorities, individualizing programs
wherever and however possible, utilizing ef
fective educational technology. carefu lly defining performance and behavioral criteria and
objectives, and doing appropriate research and
subsequent eva luation upon unique progroms
as they evolve. Each College functions at both
undergraduate and graduate levels and plans its
programs or cohesive. unified. mu lti or tran~·
disciplinary bases rather than srngular academic
disciplinary bases. Internal organizational struc
lures reflect programmatic functions rather than
academic departments. To provide automatic
change mechanisms that will have the eHect
of keeping structure and function flexrble and
relevant, a number of means are being planned
such as systematic program rev1ew. antJ quantitative limi ts to the size of coll egial units.
A calendar providing short time units (two
month sessions) permitting ease of ingress and
egress has been a;)proved .
Proposed professional personnel systems are
related to the concepts of annual evaluation
and cyclical tenure. A series of proposals Including the elimination of the usual facu lty
ranking system have been approved to be
implemented and evaluated for a f•ve-yearinitial
experimental period. Stress will be plaocd upon
required student, peer, community, adminis·
trative, and self-evaluation. Assistance in this
total area will be rendered by the Research
and Innovation wing of the University.
A varietyofstudentsupport systems is proposed.
In most case s these are to be centralized for
gene ral operational efficiency across the Uni·
versity but also decentralized into tho respective
Colleg•~s in order to effect tho most direct
• Boa•d of Governors of State Coll(lgos and Uhivcrsitias
official app,ovals Novembol' 21, 1969 and April 18,

1970 .

Board of Higher Education ofnciul app,oval July 7.

19?0.
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function;~! relationships with students. This
concept is basic to student services, counseling.
academic advising, library and learning resources, cultural enrichment programs, research
and evaluation, and cooperative education.

In terms of overall University organizational
structure, major wings of Administration, Aca
demic Affairs. and Research and Innovation
are boing developed. As the size of the University Increases. it is expected that new
colleges supersMing the Initial four will evolvo.
Cooperative education programs will be th e
functional briclge between theory and practice
for students earning credit and pay for aca
demlcally functiona l learning experiences. In
structlonal mobility and community service may
be partially accomplished through use of such
means as ''Centers" for various purposes such
as inner ·city reaching and use of mobile
classroom /laboratory clinic units such as an
environmental pollution laboratory and a com
munity health analysis clinic. As data arc
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gathered and the educational and social needs
of the area become apparent, l)<ogram planning
will reflect the most vital concerns. Plans
are being made for a Cultural Arts Center. a
Center for Humanistic Studies. and close worl<ing
interrelationships with the hospital complex to
be developed north of the site.
The University under the basic assumption
that comprehensive program and resource planning requ ires the deliberate assignmont and
trainl ng o l planning personnel at each love I
of decision making. proposes to develop into·
grated systems of program planning, management information, accounting , budgeting, and
evaluation for its initial operation and long
range administration. Such systems will be
designed to be responsive to and supporuve
of internal management and external planning
requirements of governing and cOO<dinating
boards and governmental and community
agencies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

mence at the junior level of instruction and
lead to baccalaureatt: and masters degrees.
The Board further charged the University to
give explicit attention to the advanced edu·
cational needs of low and middle Income
students. especially minority students.

Governors State University, an experimenting
upper-division and graduate university, presents
a d emanding challenge and an exciting op·
portunity. It Is based on a new concept in
higher education- the ope n unoversity- and is
being developed on a new campus located in
Park Forest South, Illinois. It is being planned
to meet tomorrow' s demands, and 1:annot be
bound by tradition except whero traditional
approaches to education can be shown to be
valid in meeting the problems of the future .
Thus. the University will be an educational
model· as new in functions and design as it is
in concept. Growing out of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education's Master Plan II, Governors
State University was created by an DCt of the
Illinois General Assembly in its 196 9 session,
and was signed into law by Governor Richard
Ogilvie on July 17, 1969.

Its interim campus opened in 197 I with a
capacity of 500 full·time equivalent (FTE).
The permanent campus is planned for 2,000
rTE students in Phase I and 6,000 FTE s tu·
d ents in Phase II. The University is planned
for an ultimate indefi11ite enrollment, !Jut the
campu s must always be perceived by stud ents
and staff as a viable, functional learnil'lg en·
vironment. Continually changing curricula, varying instructional modes and strategies. and
implementation of plans for more efficient usc
of time and sp<~ce. necessitate the design of
flexible physical faci lities. University focilitles
nre planned to enable maximum mobility for
stud ents and others with special needs.

The Repo rt o n New Senior Institutions
published by the Illinois Board o l Higher Education charged that University programs com-

The location, beginnings. and planning of the
University represent the combined efforts of
hundreds of p ersons in the State of Illinois.
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II. THE UNIVERSITY MISSION.
OBJECTIVES AND
CHARACTER ISTJCS
A . MISSION
In tiS educational services to the people
of lhc Sta le of Illi nois, Governors Slate
University funclions within the paratntllors
proscribed by th e Sta te and is gov~mod by
lho Boord of Governors of State Colleges
nnd Universities.
Governors State University is to be a futureoriented, service- minded institulion con ·
Slantfy seektng academic excellence. It will
explore new dimensions and seek uniQue
solutions 10 the concerns of society and
htgher education; develop and evaluate
innova1ive programs keyed to 1he r<.~pidly
changing career demands of our technological
society; and will be, in effect. an experimenting Institution. Because of the primary urban/
suburban population area it will serve and the
characteristics of students of the junior col·
leges in tho area, the need to be provold ng,
innova live, and unique creates a challenging
and exciting situation charged wtth serious
responsibilities. The need for academic tlxcellence relevan t tocomrnunityserviceand futureoriented utilitarian programs demands ar1 in
stttution that will be open. humane, and
efficient.
As an open university, it will be perceived
by swdents, facuhy, adminostratlon, and the
general community as their responstble agency
for the identification and resolution of theu
cducatior•al needs. Part of this responsibiltty
Is assured by the distribution of decision
making and policy recommending authority
throughout the University so th~t each person
offected m~y have a direct or representative
voice in these processes. In addili(m, openness is (ISSured through the ma ir1tenance o f
flex ible. operational administrative I academic
structures that enhance the University's involvement in new and pressing social issues.
Fina lly. openness reflects programmatically in
the continuous processes

or

l.,;llfrie-ulurn ap

praisal with respect to Its relevancy to mankind's deepest concerns.
As a humane Universily, us programs w ill
bo developed in a manner lhat mitigates
against depersonaltza11o11 and dehumanization
frequently characterizing contemporary institutional life. It will develop, maintain, and
enhance the humanistic. artistic, and es th etic
aspects of educati on within the lirnits Imposed
IJy quantification and budgeting. Th~ loarning
environment of Governors State University
will reflect a deep, abiding, and pervasive
concern for unique individual humon beings
and their inter-relationships with others in the
most technologically comr>lex society mankind
has yet evolved.
Governors State Universi1y will be a model
of efficoency in individuali>cd learnong, group
learning, in program planning and budgeting,
evaluation techniques. and in demonstrating
that a high order of accountalJility ;~nd responsibility can be attained and maintained. A ll in
structional, research and community service
systems, and the necessary m<magement and
support systems are d~flned i11 1erms o l interrelated objectives consonant with tltrl rnajor
goals of the Un ivers ity and its constituencies .
Program planned budgets ore the basis lor a
constant systems analysis relating rcsot•rce
allocations to the most direct and functional
operational levels. Excellence and etricoency
are to be maintained lhrough a maJor com
mitment to research and evaluation on a
constant cycleirecycle feedback basis. Every
effort is made to inslitutionalize change pro
cesses so that the Univorsity wtll be truly
dynamic. The flexibility 10 initiate programs
to answer society's needs and contend with
society's problems is being created and protected. Obviously, freedom of Inquiry is a prior
condition for the true functioning o f the
University.
The concepts outlined ab ove (open, experimental. flexible, humane, efficient, utilitarian,
excellent) undergird the mission of Governors
Slate University. They are the basis for
development ot an mtegrated urban/ suburban,
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future-oriented, community service-minded institution. Students are to profit from their
University experience in demonstrable ways
with experiences related to objectives which,
in turn, are directly related to humane values
and societal needs.
B. OBJECTIVES
The following action objectives guide the
planning, development, and impl ementation
of the instructional, research and community
servoce programs, and internal support systems of Governors State University. The most
specific objectives of adminstrative units w ithin tho University are directly related to the
action objectives and, thus. to society's
needs .

1 . Job Efficiency
Every student has a right and responsibility
to e xpect that her I his full engagement in
the higher education process will result in
the acquisition and I or improvement of
marketable sk ills, attitudes, and values,
regardl ess of whether her1 his occupational
professional goals are immediate or long·
range. Ours is an economic society and
the road to participation within it and
the power to change and improve it widen
through higher education.

2 . Functional Citizenship
Every studeo11 has a right and responsibility
to participate directly, or through representation, in thOSft systematic institutionalized
policies and proctices which affect her I his
life and learning. The University is to provide an onvifonrnent of particip~tory democracy that insures the s tudent' s full engage·
mont in tho University. This provides an
opportunity to prepare for functioning in a
wider community and IS an exprcssoon ot
tho human right to Involve one's self in
one's own destiny.

3. Intra and Interpersonal Relationships
Every student has a right and responsibility
to dovelop to her i his fullest potential. Tile
sense of individual dig nity and worth is
to be (:u ltivMArl by every .action of tho

University. This requires a learning en-

vironment which strengthens open, ac·
ceptrng, and understanding human relationships. Since healthy self-concepts evolve
in social settings, recognition of an individual' s rights carries with it the respon·
sibility to recognize and accept the rights
of other individuals and groups.

4. Cultural Expansion
Every student has a right and a responsibility
to seek an appreciation and use of the
fine arts and humanities as a counter·
vailing force to depersonalization and as
an expander o f the capacity to enjoy and
enh<tnce the Quality of human life. The
students and University serve each other
and the community as culture carriers.
studying arld reflecting the Intricacies,
problems, joys, and e~pressions of all
cu ltures and subcultures .
These objectives can best be achieved in a
totally imegrated University community.
C. CHARACTER ISTICS
'
The primary descriptor of the UnivHrsity's
charactenstics 15 Options. The scope of
some ot those optoons totlows.

1. Insofar as is possib le, barriers will be
removed. Neither students nor faculty
should be constrained by artificial boun·
darios, such as scholary disciplines; they
wi ll be free to creat e new " ' cas of s tudy
or to specialize. Students and !acu ity will
work in an interdisciplinary fashion in one,
two, three, or all lour collegiate areas unhampered by departmemal constraints.

2. Tho threat imposed by grades will be
removed. Students' records will reflect
accomplishments and abilities; they will
measure changes effected. Students will
be encouraged to work at their pace and
toward goals they work out with their
faculty colleagues .
3. Faculty and students will be encouraged
10 work as colleagues. Tho relationship
of faculty to student i s best detinod as one
of mutual porticipa tivn in the learning
process.
9

4 , Wi thin the parameters of the total Institution and its col leges, students and
faculty wi ll have the opportunity to begin
a given investigation and work unit whenever it is appropriate to their goals at1d
convr~ni e nt to th eir schedule..
5. The key to success and achievemem is
motivation and self-direction. The student
may alter her i his program it needed in
consultatior> w ith advisors; hence, it is
the student who must set and achieve satisfactory goals that can be approved by her i
his student and faculty colleagues- on es sentially a flexibly cotW<tct basis.
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6 . Research is encouraged in its broadest
sen~e- methodo l o~liC deve lopment and
evaluation; specialized research; self, peer.
and community investigation; and so on.
This goal will be facil itated through the
Unive rsity' s cooperative edu<;ation and workstudy programs and through the on-site
fielrl work that w ill be relevant for some
~;tudies .

7 . Emphasis on community relations w ill be
reflected in t he nature of cooperative educallon programs. The coopt~ rative relation~
ships will be real and functional, and every
effor~ will l>e expended to remove th e

unnecessary distinction between the "real
world" and the University.

8 . Societal gains will far outweigh the high·
per-s tudent invest ment of dollars. Inter
d tsciplinary programs in business, scienc?•
education, technology, arts, and hea lth wrll
lead to attai nment of status <Js human
beings; to acquisition of vocations. avocations, professions. Interests, and sktlls;
and to th e necessary background for further
graduate work. Further, continui_
ng education programs will help the Untverstty ~o
become integrated within its geographtc
area.
9 . Modes of instruction will emph~si2e nonlecture situations such as audtO·Hltortal.
collOQuy, seminars. etc. Correlattvely, a
data bank is being developed to help
expand the state-of-the-art in i~for~ation
storage and retrieval. Modern vtde~ tnte_r·
tacos. computer terminals, and the hke wtll
be commonplace in most instructional and
research areas . Telecommunications linkages should exist between the community
and the in stitution.
10. A systems view of education Is en·
visioned. perhaps facilitated. by what can

best be described as a loose-leaf catalogue.
11 • A constant concern for open communi·
cations must exist so the University family
and its constituencies have multiple channels for participation.

12. Automatic change mechanisms are being
planned so as to insure persis tent responsiveness to experience, varying perceptions of needs and dynamical ly altering
conditions of li fe. For example, it is proposed that the initial collegial units split
or combine into new units when rc~ching
a finite si1.e of 1500 hoadcoun t stuc1onts.
Also, for example, a finite lifo for courses
Is proposed.
13. Lastly, and especially In view of both the
need for academic freedom for students
and professional stall and the experimenting
nature of the University and tho communities it serves, protections are being
built in. It is clear that this proposed educational system is not a panacea for everything and everyone; however, it is available
to anyone who has two years of coll ege
with a "C" average or an Associate of
Arts degree and a commitment to selfimprovement.
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Ill. UN IVERSITY EDUCATI ONAL
GUIDELINES
A. AN OVERVIEW: TEACHING. RESEARCH.
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
Governors State University is concerned with
teaching, research, and service • . . the usual
concepts for higher education. Its expression
of the so concerns is, however. expected to
be unusually reflective of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education recommendations, the
University mlssiM and goals, and initial
and continuous assessment of educationa l
and societal needs.
The University is concentrating its major
human, physical, and fiscal resources on
developing effective instructional programs.
The bas•c goal of effective learning is aided
by the recruitment of professional instructional
personnel deeply commlued to and primarily
concerned with being learner-responders.

Within the l' imits imposed by its resources
and its mandates. the Universiry and its
personnel will deliberately seek to aid in the
identification and solution of educational and
societal Issues and problems in its service
area. Governors State University proposes to
be unusually responsive to citilens' requests
for services it is competent and qualified to
render. Priorities will be established in terms
of mission, goals, and contributions to the
academic and instructional programs. The
variety and breadth of services in response
to needs perceptions in the broad se!Vice
area will incre<lse as the University grows.
To summarize, the University expects to be
essentially a teaching-learning institution with
a strong commitment to research and community services that contributes to the needs
of Illinois citizens. A wide range of reciprocal
and cooperative relationships w ill result from
the commitment.

In addition, it is recognized that teachinglearning processes do not occur in a vacuum .

Without a constant search for new knowledge
and insights, they become sterile, archaic,
and non-productive. Research of all kinds
in all fields becomes, therefore, a corollary
major thrus t in planned patterns of focultv·
s tud ent-community interchanges consonant
with the University mission and goals. Gover·
nors State University postulates a major
concentration ol research and evaluation upon
everything it is and does. Research resources
will be allocated to all aspects of the Uni
versity Instructional and service programs.
Priorities will be established within this frame
of reference .
Universit ios have come under recent heavy
criticism for a lack of responsiveness to per·
coptlons of educational needs within tho
communities served by the inst itution.
Governors Sta te Unive rsit y p os tu lates a
strongor· than-usual commitme nt to communIty services to the State of Il linois in gen·
eral, but specifically to the immediate re
gion of the University and its multiple
communities in ~h ~ yrecner metropolitan area.

B. POSTU LATES
The academic programs and oth er compon·
ents of tho educational system of lho Uni·
vorsity are based on the following tl Ostulotes:

1. A ny student who has successfully com·
plcted two years of collegiate study with
a minimum grade of "C" or the equivalent
can, if she/he has a personal commitmem
to do so, successf~•IIY complete instructional
programs of study leading to a baccalaureate
degree.
2 . This university will provide a learning
environment in which students w ill interact
with faculty whose foremost concern is for
the realization of the students· educational
needs and goals .
3. The role of the facu lty and administra
tion of this University will lle to Involve
the s tudents meaningfully in the most
stimulating, pleasant, and productive learnIng environment feaslblo.
4 . Teaching, research, and comm\1111 ty sorv·
ice are mutually compatible endeavors in
which faculty members and students engage
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themselves during under-graduate and graduate swdy.
5. The most effective education occurs when
the student has a primary voice indetermin·
ing her i his instructional program Of Studies,
rate of progress through the program, and
readiness to have his achievement evaluated.
uated.
6. Educational performance obj e<;tives, expressed in behavioral te.rms that are readily
assessible, prepared by the professor {or
both the professor and student), and made
available to the student, enhance the proba bility that the learning experience will be
meaningfu l and rewarding.
7. The audio-tutorial mode of Instruction is
one of the most effective ways to ind ividu·
alize t he teaching- learning process and
enable the s tudent to have a voice in
determining the rate at which she/he pro
gresses through a unit of study.
8. The concepts and processes of inquiry
common to all fields of scholarship are of
prime i rnportance to all Iiberally educate<.1
persons whether they plan to become
artists, historians .. scientists, or whatever.

9 . All concerns of the University are lnextri(;ably interrelated to the real world;
hence, the curriculum in which the student
engages shou ld clearly reflect these Interdisciplinary relationship s through relevant
educational experiences.

C. LIB ERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES EMPHASES
The University w ill depend upon liberal arts
&nd sciences with the triple purposes of de·
veloping l\umane concerns; of provid ing students with specific marketable skil ls, attitudes, and values essential for meaningful
and successful living; and of providing com·
rnuoity services. Consonant with the Uni·
versity's mandate to be a hu n1ane institution,

liberal arts and science programs are expected to contribute to the educational process
of preparing teachers, social workers, \JTban
planning specialists, librarians, bus iness and
public administrators . institutional managers,
systems analysts , applied scientists, nurses,
allied health professionals, and other critical
professionals and specialists needed in the
modern urban/ suburban community. V iew ing

the liberal arts and sciences programs as a
vital pervasive mood for all University programs mini rnizes the tendency of many in·
stitutions of higher learning to produce narrowly educated specialists and technicians
who are deficient in human-social understandings and adjustment.

o f the conceptual structure of knowledge,
attitudes and behavior patterns as she ihe

A strong emphasis on the values obtained
from Iiberal studies will prepare students for
economic survival and it will provide the
prerequisite knowledge , appreciation, and un·
derstandings for graduate study in either a
specific discipline or in an allied profession .
Excellence will be deve loped and maintained
in the educational pro"ess through monitoring,
evaluation, and systems analysis. These selfadjusting mechanisms will be geared to stu•
dent needs and experience. The liberalizing
arts and sciences will contribute to community
services by being available to community
residents who wish broadening experience,
cultural expansion, and leisure t ime involve-

deals widi the sr;ientific. ~or:ial tlnrl hu-

mP.nt

10. Interdisciplinary programs ofleaching and
research are more easily formulated and
more likely to prove viable in a collegiate
unit that is structurally organized on an
interdisciplinary basis rather than depart·
mentalized according to fields of specialization .

11 . An individual's ability to use the proc esses of inquiry, skill s and competence
in demonstrating a functional awareness
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manitarian aspects of lif-e and society are
more useful criteria to judge whether or
not one should be awarded a baccalaurealt>
degree than is the accumulation of so
many semester hours of credit with a
specialized major and minor area of study.
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D. I~ESEARCH
The University encourages students and fa·
cu lty to engage in instructional, curricular,
basic, and applied research which will be an
integral component of the instructional program. A variety of media and many modes
and strategies of instruction are need•)d to
prov ide individually guided learning experiences. Faculty wil l cooperate with representatives of the University Research and Innovation support units. to design, execute, and
improve instructiona l research. Further, work-

ing in concert w ith the Research and Innovation
units, they design, develop, implement, and
evaluate instructior>al materials based on the
results of their research. Long-ranged curricular research is a continuing process typified
by a cycle of development, implementation,
evaluation. and mod if'ication. Basic and applied
research that may be disciplinary or Interdisciplinary in nature w ill be. conducted by
those faculty members and students who
have the expertise and inc lination to do so.
Ideally, the research wi ll be related to the
ed ucational objectives of the instructional
program.

.E. CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
GRADUATE STUDIES
The University conceives education to be a
continuing process involving periods of varying activities, some theory-oriented and others
practice-oriented, with the various types
blending at any or al l times. This concept,
when considered with other educational guidelines of the University w ill lead to the development of programs creating enrichment
within specific areas of interest of stud.ents
and expansion of interest to other areas .
These programs wi ll be available to nondegree holders, as well as graduates of
baccalau reate prog rams . They may or may
not meet degree requirements and they wi II
involve varying periods of time. Their deve lopment w ill be articu lated with junior
colleges to prevent duplication and to insure
development of advanced professional pro-

grams that are beyond the scope of tile
junior colleges .
Graduate studies will include programs for
those students who entered the University
upon completion ol 60 credits with a "C"
average and who continue work at the University through completion of requirements
lor the mast ~rs degree. Other students will
enter the University upon completing requirements for the baccalaureate degree at another
institution. Both types of students may lH:
involved in intercollegiate and interdisciplinary programs, some of which will be c;oncerned
with a specific field of knowledge and others
with more general areas such as a program
in social sciences. Both types Of programs
can be part of a continuum of studies extending beyond the masters level. Because
of the unique nature of Governors State
University and Its close working relationships
with area junior colleges, it is likely that as
the University develops it can evolve innovative post-masters programs in fields such
as preparation of junior college teaching and
leadership personnel. Graduate programs will
evolve from the collegial units; hence, no
separate graduate school will be needed.
F. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Cooper~tive Education is an experimental
program at Governors State University through
which students are Involved in the appl ication
of ideas, methodologies, and resources encountered in their programs of study. With
the flexibilityofsessionsand learning modules,
a variety of off~arnpus and on-campus cooperative educati'on placement I study patterns are
available and can be developed. Cooperative
education is seen as an integral pan of the
educational offerings in each collegial unit as
a means of supplementing Income needed
to meet educational expenses, as a means of
extending and complementing the specific
resou rces ot the University, and as a means
of assisting students ln making w ise vocational
choices. Though cemrally coordinated, the
functional conduct of the cooperative educa·
tion program wil l be decentrali2ed into the
colleges.
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Given the commitment to individualized educational planning and development, student
participation in cooperative education programs may vary. Many part time or working
students as well as others may wish to forego the cooperative educational experience
except when such experience is an integral
part of given learning modules .

G. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The service orientation of the University
demands involvement of the community in a
variety of contexts. Specifically, the University must respond to th.e health, industrial,
educational, and busin ess needs expressed
by the community through deliberate cooperative plans for service, through indirect con-
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tributions of academic programs, and through
applied research efforts.
The traditional waif between the University
and the world outside the University must be
broken down. Th is is partially achieved through
the development of lay advisory groups for
curricular and instructional planning. The use
of the community as an educational laboratory
wou ld further extend ihe University into
community life by projecting the instructi onal
program into the environment being studied.
For example, in the study of human ecology,
community neighborhoods of all types would
bE! involved; school and other environments
would be used for teacher preparation; hospital
and community clinic environments would be

used for nursing and paramedical studies, and
so forth ,

tinue their role as learners and students
will assume some functions of the traditional
role of the professor. This involves student
participation in planning the instructional and
research aspects of his program . Student
involvement in this p(anning process w ilt
develop a self-directive mode of thinking
relevant to post-university life. The flexi·
bility and sensitivity of youth and adu lts
will also encourage faculty identification and
use of viable options that might not otherwise be considered . Students in upper-division
and graduate studies are expected to be
older, more mature, experienced, practical
and more sel f-directed .

Also, w ithi n the limits of resources and
expertise, Univers ity personnel wi ll l>e available on request to serve as consu ltants to
community grouP.s for development of specific
projects.
Being a service-oriented Universi ty necessitates the development of all ki nds of artistic,
and cultural activities. One such ventu re, a
cultural-edue'ational center, might be the focal
point for community-centered cultural -educational activities generated by the Univers ity
and/or community groups . The planning and
management of joint activities or facilities
would be shared by the University and community.

The University will proj ect itself into the community and remain accessible to the community through the development of inposts
and outposts . Ur>iversity faculty and students
will be involved with leaders in business,
industry, government, hospitals, research lab·
oratories, schools, junior colleges, and arts,
music, and drama centers. To enhance this
process, vario·us education centers and mobile
classrooms w i II be u tilized .
In summary, the University, as a
oriented institution, will be open to
comm unity. It w ill involve itself in
communication and activity within
variety of contexts.

secvicethe total
dynamic
a broad

H. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
The student will be deeply involved w ith
University personnel in the identification of
her/ his academ ic goa1s and program. This is in
keeping with the concept emphasized by the
University that learning best occurs as a part
of a process of joint inqu iry betwl')en faculty
and student. Facu lty members will be regarded as more mature students having the
responsibility for creating a learning environment. To this extent they will be instructional
des igners .
To im-plement this approach, facu lty will cor>-

Governance of the University will involve
students in the establishment of appropriate
policies and procedures. This involvement,
as integral a part of the educa tion program
as studenl particip~tion in instructional activities, <:Ontributes to the viabil ity of the
University by introduc ing into the governance
system a transistory element that will tend to
sensitize· the governing body to changing
cond i tions that it might not othe rw ise
recognize.
I.

LEARNI NG AND TIM E SEQUENCES
The University supports the thesis that educational programs should be available yearround. The ca lendar year has been divided
into six eig ht· wcek sessions with Ingress
and egress possible at the beginning and end
of each session. Such a calendar provides
economic use of physical and human resources and ease of entrance, withdrawal
and graduation of both full and part-time
working comm\•ter students .

J. IN POST AND OUTPOST CONCEPT
The inpost and outpost concepts in the
delivery of educational services is an integral
part of all Colleges of the University. The
concepts are related d irectly to either the
process of providing educati011al experiences
and opportunities in new and innovative ways
in locations separate and apart from the
University or to providing flexibility in the
development of unique types of programm ing
within a ~pP.r:i fir. Coll ~ge .
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Through these programmatic approaches, the
Universrty will project itself into the community and increase its accossibihty to the
community. facu lty and students will be involved with leaders in business, industry,
government, hospitals, research loboratories,
schools, junior coll ege$, art, music, and
drama. Also. the educational framework of
inpost and outpost allows for a given number
of students and faculty members. possessing
a common interest, to develop modular sequences which will be unique to their specific
concerns that are centered around cwcial
educational, social . and environmental
problems.
The linking of instructional and res.~arch
activity with the community S<)rved by the
University w ill produce a synergism in the
form of community service rendered by the
physical presence of the University and in the
form of spinoff created by instructional and
research activities.
K. INTERDISCIPLINARY-INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONCEPT
lnterdlscipli nary programs of study will prevail
within the collegiate units. The University
postulates an emphasis on programs of study
that encour-ages the synthesis or knowledge
from the disciplines within a co llogi~te unit.
Less emphasis will be given to programs of
study that are highly specialized and disciplineoriented .
Many programs of study will be intercollegiate,
as well as interdisciplinary. Faculty and students in different collegiate units will plan,
develop, and execute these programs. For
instance, a program of studies to prepare
high school social science teachers might
involve facu lty and students of all coll egiate
units working as a team.

L. FACULTY SYSTEMS
Criticisms of the way faculty conduct their
multiple functions in American higher education, as well as criticisms of institutional
faculty utilization, are observed with increasing
frequency. Praise tor the accomplishments of
college and university faculty in all fields of
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human inquiry can also be found. It is the
intent of Governors State University to develop
new and changing systems ( 1) to support
faculty growth, development and scholarly
inquiry, and (2) to explore new dimensions
of f<oculty interest, commitment ro instruction,
and realizat ion of "self" as learner-responder,
researcher, and community resource agent. It
is also the intent of the University to develop
now patterns of faculty utilization in the service
of students arid citizenry and to evolve mean
lngful and acceptable criteria and procedures to
establish accountability for accomplishments.
These changes are vital to the growth of
individuals and the institutior1a l hcolth of this
University. It is expected that Governors State
University's commitment to r(~soarch and
evaluation will extend to all aspects of faculty
functioning, student accomplishrnont,and public accountability. The following features of an
evolving and transforming system are postulated:
1. Governors State University proposes to
experiment by doing away with the customary faculty academic ranking system which
has historically developed in this country
for reasons no Ionge r cons ide rod valid .
For on Initial operational period of five years,
the University proposes to make all initial
faculty appointments as University Professors or Community Professors. the former
to be full-time faculty, the latter to be
employees elsewhere but serving tho University in part-time capacities in a variety
of paid or unpaid roles. Initial salary decisions will be based on evalvation of prior
training, experience, and demonstrable ex'
pertise . Subsequent salary decisions wi ll
relate to mutual and self-evaluation of the
effectiveness ot teaching, research, and
community services rendered.
2 . Governors State University proposes to
develop with its University and Community
Professors, administrators and students,
internally functional reward systems that
enable each individual faculty member,
within the frames of reference of his

t
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collegiate units and University needs, to
select the proportion of the serviees he
wishes to render (teaching, research and
evaluation, or community service) and upon
which he proposes to be evaluated . This
will diminsh the so-ca lled "fl ight from
the classroom" and the pressure to become
solely and exclusive ly "educational en- •
trepreneurs" concerned w ith grantsmanship. Rather . it places upon the individual,
with in the context of the institution, the
primary choice of role and responsi.bility.
The system that evolves w ill pre scribe
student evaluation, peer evaluation, community evaluation where appropriate, and
administrative evaluation . .. all leading
directly tO the primary goal of individual
facu lty self-evaluation and self-redirection.
The University's Research and Innovation
unit will assist the facu lty, students, ad ·
ministrators, and community persoMel ini·
tially to develop and continuously to·rccJevelop the criteria for and instrumel>tation
necessary to such an evaluation program.
T his program wi II apply to all professional
personnel.
3. Academic freedom is an absolute nec-essity
for the conduct of free inquiry in an open
society. It Is the intent of Governors State
University to enhance individual freedom to
inquire in appropriate teaching-learning
settings.
4 . As a publicly-supported State university,
Governors State University is govemed by
(he policies established by the Board of
Governors of State Colleges and Universities within the frame of reference of the
Constitution of the State of Illinois and the
laws passed by the General Assembly.
Some of the criticism of current higher
education institutions relate directly and im portantly ·to existing faculty ranking which
has resulted in internally rigid status sys·
tems wherein control aspects of internal

governance are vested in the hands of relatively few persons . Eliminating the customary ranking system and relating evaluated
performance to the accomplishment of in·
stitutioMI goals and societal needs should
enable GSU to be far more "open," responsive, and fle.xible in answering changing
·educational needs.
GS U further proposes to develop a system
of cyclical tenure. The elements of this
system will be developed during the five·
year experimenting period and w ill contain
the features of 1) annual evaluation (self,
students, peers, administrators, and community personnel where appropriate) re·
lated to job efficiency and reward systems;
2) a probationary period follow! ng Board
policies; 3) achievement of tenure in a period satisfying Board policies and AAUP
recommendations; 4) continued annual eva luation related tO job performance and reward
systems; and 5) a five, six, or seven year
c:ycle of full· scale !enure review. Consideration has been given to the "no tenure"
concept such as the one adopted by Hamp·
shire Col.lege or Evergreen College, but
GSU feels a developed concept of cyclical
tenure can utilite the best features of both
tenure and non~tenure systems.
M. ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS
GSU proposes to develop aclminisuative performance evaluation systems which wi II be
rooted in self-evaluation and re-direction based
upon annual reviews. Components In this
process will involve, where appropriate, student and community evaluation and, in <;~II
cases. wi II involve fac:u lty and administration
evaluation by those affected most directly
by the adm inistrator's job performance. Where
administrators also seJVe as University Professors, they will be participants in the pro·
posed faculty systems. Administrators who
accept the University Professor designator
will engage themselves in direct instruction
annually in one context or another.
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IV. THE COLLEGIATE APPROACH
The University as presently constituted has
evolved an initial s1ructure to facilitate the
interrelatedness of the teaming process . Pur·
suant to its mission and goals. as desoribed
earlier in this document, the University has
initially developed for colleges:
Coll ege ol Environmenta l and Appli ed
Sciences
College of Cultural Studies
College of Human Learning and Develop·
men t
College of Business and Public Service
A. COLLEGE OF ENVIRONM ENTAL AND
APPLIED SCIENC ES
The following guidelines apply to this College:
I. Instruction will be aimed toward helping
students attain two major goals-capability
of life-tong teaming and capability of in·
qulry and action on problems related to
improving environmental quality.
2. Instruction will be interdisciplinary, en·
compassir1g broad areas of the life. physical, oarth and health sciences, matho·
matics and computer scienC<ls, appli ed
scienco nnd technol<lgy. and scienco od·
ucation.
3. Instruction will be individualized, oriented
tOw<lfd helping students acquire mastery of
knowledge, attitudes. skills. and techniques
for eHective learning, inquiry, and action.
4. A wide variety of instructional modes
will be employed including:
a. student-faculty problem-focused study
groups
b. laboratory and field work
c. seminars
d. audio-tutorial
e. computer simulation
f. independent study
!J. info rmal facul ty-student and s tudeiH·
s tudent interactions
h. projects
i. research problems
j. cooperative education

5. Faculty and students will cooperate in
the design. development, and evalualion
of instruction.
6 . Undergraduate and graduate students will
be engaged in specified activities in instructional, research, and community service
programs. They will be financially compensated when possible.
7. Educational experiences Involving the expertise of tho faculty, specialists in business
and industry, and students w ill be regul ar
components of the Instru ctional programs.
8. Theory and practice w ill be interrelilted
through gainful employment of students in
the world of work whenever feasible.
9. The instructional facilities will be open,
flexible, and student oriented so as to pro·
vide an inviting leaming environment.

10. Field stations will be established In a
variety of environments to be utilized by
stud ents in cooperation with faculty, civic
leaders. and representativos of other
agencies.

11. Mobile Learning Resourcll Centers wi ll be
developed and used extensively both In
field and community programs ofthe College.

12. Education objectives. expressed in terms
that can be evaluoted, will be deve loped
for each instructional experience. and each
stud ent . will be ev.,luated in terms of
her/his performance relative to stated educational objectives.

13. Development and evaluation of materials,
modes, and strategies used in instruction
will be a legitimate research activity and
continuing process Involving all instructional
staff in cooperation with the Office of Re·
search and Innovation.

14. The College organization and curriculum
w ill be continually ov<J iuated and changed
as needed to insurethatth e interdisciplinary
natu re of science is obvious. that programs
remain faithfu l to student needs, and that
faculty and students doal with environmental and applied sciences in the real
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world where science, technology, and man's
society regularly and continuously influence
each other.
Students desiring to establish their base for
learning in the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences presumably are committed
to or are considering a commitment to engage
in programs of study weighted in one or
moro of the following academic areas: Life
Science, Physical Science, Earth Science.
Mathematics and Computer Scienc e, Health
Science, Applied Science nnd Technology,
and Science Educa tion. Each academic area
will have programs of study that can lead to
tho acquisition of intellectual and technical
skills for career development or for graduate
study. Interdisciplinary environmental science
will provide an overarching theme in all pro·
grams of study within the College.
1 . life Science
StudentS whose primary interests are in
Life Science will be able to engage in
individualized general or specialized stud·
ies such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

General Biology
Biological Education
Popu lation ·Cornmunity Biology
Sociobiology
Biophysical Science
Biochemical Science
Urban Biology
Animal Behavior

2 . Physical Science
Students whose primary interests are in
Physical Science will be ab le 10 engage
in individualized general or specialized
studies such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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General Physical Science
Environmental Sci ence
Physica l Aquatic Science
Cybernetic Systems
Electromagnetic Systems
Biogeophysical Science
Physical Sci ence Education

3. Earth Science
Students whose primary interests are
in Earth Science will be able to engage
in individualized general or specialized
studies such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

General Geology
Geochemistry
Aquatic Science
Land Management
e . Urban Planning
f. Field Geology
g. Environmental Geology
h. Urban Geology
i. Earth Science Education

4. M at hematics and Computer Science
Students whose primary interests are in
Mathematics and Computer Science will
be able to engage in individualized gen.
eral or specialized studies such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
o.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Probability Theory
Linear A lgebra
Stochastic Programming
A na lysis
Logic
Game and Oueing Theory
Computer Langu ago
Computer Programming
Computer Simulation
Systems Design
Biostatistics

5. Healt h Science
Students whose primary interests arc in
Health Science will be able to engage
in individualized general or specialized
studies such as:
a. Environmental and Community
Health
b. Health Education
c. Nursing
d. Nursing Education
e . Therapy
f. Medical library
g. Technology

6 . Applied Science and Techno logy
Students whose primary interests are on
Applied Science and Technology will be
able to engage in individualized general
or specialized studies such as:
a. Environmental Technology
b . Computer Technology
c. Electronic Technology
d. Industrial Technology
e. Transportation Specialist
f. Pollution Control Technology
g. Sanitary Specialist
h. Geoscience Technology
7. Science Education
Students whose primary interests are in
Sci encc Education will be able to engage
in professional level individualized gen·
eral or specialized studies such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Elementary Science Teaching
Middle School Science Teaching
High School Science Teaching
Junior College Science Teaching
Science Teacher Aides at various
educational Ieve Is
f. Science Community Service Aides
<>t various educational levols

B. COLLEGE OF CULTURAL STUDI ES
1. The following considerations have gono
into tho formulation of the mission of the
College of Cultural Studies.
a. Statement of Mission
The mission of the College of Cultural
Studies is to join faeulty, students, and
community in an educational program
designed to produce free men and women.
The College is equally concerned with
Intercultural and international understand·
ing, with social responsibility and self·
realization, with preparation for productive
employment and productive leisure. The
College is viewed as a liberalizing lol·
fluenco within the University and as a
cu ltural e~pander. The College seeks to
fulfill its mission t hrough e~ploration
of the nature of man and hi s cultures,
the dynamics of community, and the
liberalizing of a task-oriented life.

( 1) The mission of the College of Cui·
tural Studies includes the study of
man. not simply as an object for
analysis, but as a subject for under·
standing. The student is his subject
matter in the development of this
understanding and is encouraged to
experiment with his biography and with
his interpersonal transactions. He will
learn the validity ol d iverse conte~ts
by placing himself in diverse conte•ts;
he will understand the nature of judg·
ment by making judgments; he will
experiment with the nature of community by panicipating in communities;
he will be encouraged to take risks by
being provided opportunities to formu·
late criteria out of which risk·taking
may be made sensible .
(2) The mission of the College of Cultural
Studies extends to the treatment of the
community as an object for study.
The requirement is for the development
of a sane structure to tolerate the
fami ly of men. The structure includes
approaches to life in the urban complex and in the international setting.
Opportu niti es to experiment with in·
ternational and urban settings must be
extended to the student to enable him
to understand and to find life in these
two diversified contexts. The polar·
ization of communities will be studied

through panicipation in these com·
muoities in order that new under·
standing can be developed by which
ce\Jses of polarization will be examined
and possible new forms of community
life generated .
(3) The mission of the Col loge of Cu ltural
Studies further extends to the liberalizing of a task· oriented life. The mission
includes the development of the ski lls
necessary lor adequate task perform·
ance (on ·the-job skills), the deve lopment of interdisciplinary involvements
to enable the enrichment of the work
experience, the exposure to criteria
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by which new definitions of the nature
of work may be generated, the provision of opportunities by which prerequisite knowledge is made available
as a service to other professional aspirants, and the organization of curricula
in ways that provide opportunities for
the creation of new employment opportunities for those with unique experiences and talents.
b. Basic Assumptions
The assumptions within the mission of
the College of Cultural Studies reflect
the conviction that higher education must
expand its responsiveness to the needs
of the larger community it serves. The
educational Ins titution must meet the
needs defined by and with the com·
munity, and also take an actiilt> role in defining those needs demanding response.
These assumptions include:
( 1) there must be a commitment to the
continuing discovery of the nature of

man.
(2) survival depends upon human beings
understanding themselves and others.
{3) community life needs new definitions and concepts of integrity .
(4) problems having national and inter•
national dimensions must be seen as
inseparable from local and regional
problems .
(5) problems resulting from urbanization
and over population threaten the quality
.of human life.
(6) independent judgment is necessary
for responsib le citizenship.
(7) cu ltural and humanistic studies must
become a concern of every individual
since every individual is a culture
carrier.

( 8) contemporary man must develop
criteria for identifying his major goals,
values . and life styles.
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(9) techniques and values must be developed to overcome social, racial,
and economic polarization.
( 1 0) tech,iques and values must be developed which recognize the validity
of pluralistic life styles and experience
in urban areas .
( 11) higher education must develop new
approaches to the understand ing of
ethnic, educational, economic,and tech·
n·ocratic problems.
( 12) higher education must demonstrate
the relevancy of systems of inquiry
and knowledge to the realization of
individual needs and of soci etal goals.
{ 13) higher education must recognize its
role in insuring the d istribu tion of more
equitabl e employment opportunities.
c. Basic Objectives
The objectives of the educational prograr'rls of the Col lege of Cultural Studies
are implic it in the assumptions and mission of th e College. They have also deve loped in the light of th e University's
goal of cultural expansion and the mandates to Governors State University to be
open, humane, and effici ent. The objectives are:
( 1) to provide sound preparation for employment services.
(2) to promote personalization and indi vidual realization .
(3) to develop an understand ing ot the
constructs and dynamics of community .
(4) to develop an understanding of all
men.
( 5) to recognize the nature both of work
and of leisure .
( 6) to develop a useful service orientation.
(7) to develop an understanding of the
role of individual citizens in a free
society.

2 . The program of the College of Cultural
Studies:
a. Statement of Program: Interdisciplinary
Studies Contexts, Perspectives and learn·
ing Modules
All learning and teaching within the
Coll ege of Cultural Studies will be con·
ducted in Interdisciplinary Studies Contexts (ISCs). The ISCs rest on the context
notion which creates an organic framework within which an individual interacts with ideas, issues, and resources.
The following Interdisciplinary Studies
Contexts have been identified and outlined.
( 1) Popu lar (Contemporary) Culture
(2) Ethnic Stud ies
(3 Invention and Creativity
(4 ) Area Studies
(5) Socio-Cultural Processes
(6) Ideas in Culture
(7) Language and the Human Condition

Educational responsibilities in the Colleg e
include many of the disciplin es usually
loca ted within language and literature,
the fine and performing arts. and the social
sciences. The resources ol these disciplines are brought together in the ISC
as a means for broadening and enriching
their distinctive perspectives and for
creating the possibility for more wholistic perspectives. Some interdisciplinary
perspectives have been identified as
potentially useful emphases within the
ISCs. They include the Perspectives of:

1. Identity
2.
3.
4.
5.

M il ieu
Performance
Values
Futures

learning modules in the College will be
offered as components of one or more
of the ISCs. Within an ISC, modules may
be identified with or grouped together in
re18tion to the interdisciplinary Perspoc-

tives. Modules may be characterized as:

1 . issue-centered
2. problem-ori entcd
3. Inquiry-oriented
4. individua lized
5. varying in completion time
6. varying in credil
7. performance-based (with stated objectives)
8. structured to emphasue mastery
9. involving more than o~ staff member
I 0. often be ing cross-collegial
11 . open-ended
1 2. self-paced
13. laboratory and field-oriented
14. application (career) oriented
b. Innovative Characteristics of the Program
The educational program of the College of
Cultural Studies is innovative In that:
( 11 it is organized into primarily problem-oriented ISCs and learning modules.
(2) its entire program
cip linary.

is

interdis-

(31 its methodologies of Instruction are
functionally derived. Modes of instruction will include individualized
tutorial sessions~ seminars# lectures,

research and service experiences,
workshops, institutes, and field experiences. Instructional materials wi II
be used by and generated out of the
collegiate unit. The production of
such materials is considered an integral part of the total learning experience.
(4) The program is student-transaction
centered. Subject matters, professional skills, and disciplinary data are
processed into the learning module
in the ISC contingent upon student faculty agreement. This introduces a
programmatic fl exibi lity not gener811y availabl e in coll egiate education.
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(51 ISC orientatioo prepares students
for professional life. However, there
are no ISCs that arc organized to
prepare students directly for a particular professional lifo. Professional
ski lls are programmed li1tO the ISC's
at a point when the student is prepared to decide on her I his professiohal goals. A studont may be participating In any one of a number of
ISCs and at the same time consider
herself / himself to be a pre-law, a
sociology, or a theater studerlt. Skill
mastery will be measured by competency examinations appropriate to
student aspirations.
This arrangement of curr'ic;u Iurn wi II
mitigate against the production of the
specialist who possesses the sk ills
of his trade, but lacks awareness of
the social milieu within his trade
and within which his trade exists.
Emphasis is placed upon both the
meanings (carried by the ISC) and the
skills or techniques or the professional li fe. Because ofthis<:or1scious
effort to include both meanings ~nd
techniques of human llehavior. the
curriculum of the College of Cu ltural
S1Udies is identified as a Transformational Curriculum.
C. COLLEGE OF HUMAN LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
1. OBJECTIVES
The College of Hu man Learning and De·
velopment has as its major objective the preparation of students who are selfactualizing and professionally oriented. That
is, students who understand and can function within the present-day realities of
society and the environment, and who
develop the skills and competencies neces·
sary to function in a "futuristic" society.
Such individuals also have a practical un·
derstanding of self and one's ro tation to
others, as well as being concerned with a
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I)(Ofessionally oriented ptogram producing
competencies that result in practical skills
usefu l to society.
A second objective of the College is to
provide a support system for students in
o1hcr Colleges in the general areas of
human relations, human growth and de·
velopment. psychology, education, human
services. and communications .
A third objective is to devise individual
ptograms for students which are specifi·
cally tailored in relationship to past ex·
periences and future goals of the students .
This includes developing learning experiences which center around modules
utilizing performance objectives and terrnin·
al behaviors describing successful com·
pletion or the module and which include
extensive laboratory and field experiences
in a reality-based setting.
A fourth objective is to create a collegial
system which operates openly with cor>cern for s1udents, faculty, and community
in a coope rative venture in new approaches
to learning.
2. PROGRAM S
Bache lor of Arts in Human Development
Urban Teacher Education: Early Childhood
and Elementary Urban Teacher Education
Human Services: A Combination of Social
Welfare. Special Education. Community
Development Services, Mental Health
Services, and Corrections.
Communication Science
Interpersonal and Organizational Communications, Media Communi cations, and
Commu nicatiorl Disorders.
Behavioral Studies (Psychology)
Master of Arts in Human Development
Communication Science
Interpersonal and Organizational Com•
munication

Media Communication and
Communication Disorders

Human Relations Services
Elementary School Counseling
School Psychology (clomentary level)

D. COLLEGE OF BUS INESS AND PUBLIC
SERVICE
1. The Following purposes will be the basis
for developme nt of this College:
a. To provide instructional programs for the
needed leadership of a changing society,
presently and in the future .
b. To provide research, work, and study
opportunities related to consumer edu·
catiol\, societal concerns, economic developments, and governmental, business,
labor, lind industrial needs.
c. To provide close working relAtionships
with the major industrial and public service
complexes by evolving a variety of cooperative education and internship possibilities.
d , To provide multiple opportunities for the
preparing of uniquely Qualified leaders
in areas such as urban and suburban
comm unity plannin g, data analyzing,
municipa I admi n istrotion , governmental
agencies, community organizations, and
units, ranging from intern ational to local.
ond metropolitan to rural.
e. To provide through the social, behavioral.
and administrative sciences opponunities
I O< the understanding and applicability
of the concepts of human and civil justice.
2. Tho purposes of this College will be attained by implementing programs in:
a. Governmental Service
Government
is one of the largest employers of a
wide range of professionals today. The
11eed for dynamic leadership ir1 existing
and future roles is evident. The University
proposes to prepare students for professional careers in public service in all
types of government units, with initial
particular emphases upon urban/suburban governmental agencies. In addition,
preparation tor graduate study and functional graduate programs will evolve.

b. Adm inistration and Management Students preparing lor administrative and
leadership roles in a variety of fields of
human endeavor will have an opportunity
to gain the necessary theoretical background and practical experience most
reflective of society's needs for creative
management. Behavioral sciences, administrative theory, quantitative analysis
for business and public service, the
basic areas of finance, 18W, accounting,
marketing, business education. and the
like, will contribute to multi-discipli nary
approaches for undergraduates and graduates either beginning their study in
administration and man11gement or re·
cycling and renewing their executive and
leadership potential.
c. Community Planning and Development · A flexible approach utilizing pertinent contributions from such areas as
economics, transportation, architecture,
engineering, systems analysis, communications, political and other social sci ences
will be used to provide opportunity for
developing leadership roles and graduate
study in the many-faceted area of urban/
suburban community planning and development. Analogies for community development will bo drawn from both
domestic and international sources to implement this approach.
d . Business. Business Education, Indus·
try and Labor - The University will
provide opportunities for students to prepare for the countless careers, present
and evolving, in the broad areas of busi·
ness, business education, labor, and ifldustry. The contributions of many fields
of human endeavor will be used tO prepare
stud ents for careers, leadership roles,
and graduate study in these areas.
e . Research and Service Unit - A majO<
function of the Research and Service
unit of this College is to encourage the
faculty and students to engage in instructional, curricular, basic, end applied re-
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search relating to the needs of the
community and College. It will serve
governmenta l, labor, industrial, and busi ·
ness anencies by providing in-service
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training, consultive services and will functi()n

as an information clearinghouse

with

the publication of brochures, training aids
and monographs.

V . INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
AND GUIDELI NES
A. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
The University is committed to the use of a
variety ol strategies in its ins tructional programs. In keeping with its mission and goals,
the following are proposed:
1. The basic: instructional unit w ill be called
a Learning Module . Learning Modules include at least these components:
a. a statement of rationale
b . performance objectives
c. content
d. study materials
c. teaching modes
f. evaluation
2. Learning Modules will include many char·
aracteristics. For tho most part Lhey wi ll be:
a. interdisciplinary
b. individualized and student-paced
c. variable in credit
d. time for completion determ ined join tly
by studen ts and facu lty
e. performance based with emphasis on
mastery
f. involving more than one faculty member
In planning, development and imple·
mentation

g. involvi ng students and faculry as co lI oagues in learning and inQuiry
h. designed to enhance students' learning
from one another

i. often inter-collegial In scope and involvemont
j. drawing on expertise outsode the University to augment faculty oxpertiso
k. interrelating conceptual knowledge, and
its social and human consequences
I. centered on problems and issues of
contemporary and future significanc:e in
the real world
m. de signed to help students learn how to
inQuire into and take action on problems
and issues of contempoo·ary and luture
significance
n . designed to aid students on becoming
life-long learners

o. capable of being initiated on any topic,
at any time, at the req ues t of faculty
and i or students
3 . Any instructional mode may be used in
Learning Modules provided that it Is both
e (f ectivc and humane. Some currently being
planned include;
a. seminars, colloquies. and discussion
groups
b. laboratory and field work
c. simulations and games
d. computer assisted instruction
e. role playing
f. g roup dynamics and techniques
g . independent study
h. protocol materials
i. audio-tutorial instruction
j . cooperative education
k. problem-focused group study
I. community servi<:e projects
m research projects
4. Emphasis can be placed on student in·
volve rnenr in plaM ing and devolopi ng Learn·
Modules . This experi<;lncc will llo considered to be an integral part of many
l>roQrams for meeting degree requirements .
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5. Learning Modules will util iltl a variety of
media to enhance individual learning
patterns.

B. INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDELINES
Tho faculty of the U~iversity, w hether working uporo or planning curricula, will <1pply the
following guidelines:
1. Educational objectives will be expressed on
performance terms whenever practicable
with tho concurrent development of cri teria
related to objectives.
2 . The conceptual structure of knowledge will
be relevant to human endeavors.
3 . Modes of instruction will include individual,
small group, and large group activities .
4 . Interdi sciplinary relationships will include
the interrelatedness of knowledge. contemporary and future problem< nf "r>cioty.
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and the overall educational goals of the
University.
5. Eva luation of insHuctional materials w il l
be in terms of their effectiveness in helping
students attain stated educational ob·
jectives .
C. INSTRUCTIONAL RESEARCH AND
EDUCATIONAL TECH NOLOGY SUPPORT
The University w ill util ize the best available
educational technology and instructional com·
munications and research support techn iques .
Instructional research and instructional support
groups will be established to assist facu lty ,
students, and others in deve loping perform ance objectives, related instructional programs
and study materials, and achievement criteria.
The instructional research group will he lp
faculty members obtain and analyze data on
student achievement that will be usefu l in
improving instruction. The instructional communications support group w ill provide leader·

ship in imp lementing instructional plans
through creative use ofeducationa I technology .
Constant cycling and recycling of data and
information leading to the improvement of
teaching/ learning processes will occur. The
University will attempt to reach the goal of
one fourth of its curricula developed in individualized software learning packages during
this decade .
Instructional planning and research, along
with more traditional forms of research, will
be accompanied by tacu lty commitment to
teaching and cornmunity service. Faculty members wi II be evaluated on the basis of criteria
relating to teaching, research, and community
service-. They will have responsibility for
selecting these criteria. This will introduce
greater f lexibility into facu lty utilization. It
w ill also mean a heavy faculty comm itment
to all aspects of evaluation and development
of carefully delineated criteria for advance-

_...._
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ment in a new model for a faculty uti Iization
and reward system.
D. INSTRUCTIONAL FRAMEWORK
Although the prime responsibility for the
instructional framework w ill reside with the
faculty of eacn College, the following gu idelines are suggested to insure philosophic
consistency:

1. Admissions procedures will be developed
by the University within the guidelines of
the State Master Plan. The Colleges will
develop their own instrument to assure
the admission of students. These w ill be
minimal in terms of traditional standards
and will be designed to be facilitative
rather than restrictive. Major .emphasis on
entrance will relate to student activities,
interests, and desires. A ll areas of study
will be open-ended and students will be
encouraged to assist In the planning of
their curricula. Subject matter lines wi ll
not be restrictive w ithin individual Col leges
or among the complex of Colleges.
2. Academic progress will be measured on an
individual basis. Thus, the intrinsic value of
progress for the learner becomes more
important than external reward . This may
best be accomplished with a transcript
that reflects positive achievement rather
than the traditional grading system . With
the adoption of a positive achievement
transcript the student's progress is measured on the basis of personal and aca.demic
gains .
3. Learning is an inquiring process. All ava ilable knowledge or information cannot possi ·
bly be presented to stud~!nts-there is too
much and it changes too rapid ly. The purpose of the instructional program, therefore,
is to equip students with the tools tor
inquiry that allow them to deal with change
per se. and allow them to search out their
own meanings of information in terms of
their own intersts .

4. The Instructional program will become a
learning process only when opportunity for
change exists. Change occurs when com-

munication is open and continuous . Therefore, it is imperative that internal and
external communication be emphasized
throughout the University program. Every
effort will be made to provide a formal
and informal environmentforcommuncation .
Opportunities will be planned for student·
student interaction, student-faculty interaction, student-community interaction, and
faculty-community interaction . This kind of
fu II participation endorses involvement and
is concomitant to the growth of self-esteem.
E. CORE GROUPS
In an effort to overcome the depersonalization that characterizes much of campus life
today, core groups consisting of students
and faculty who care about each othN. will
be established. These groups w ill be part of
Governors State University's solution to the
problem of isolation and excessive competi ·
tiveness. The exact nature of these core
groups is still to be identified: however, it
is felt that core groups w ill develop in relation to common curricular interests.
F. DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULAR UNITY
Traditionally unde rgraduate curricula have
been designed to give breadth and depth.
Incongruous as it may seem, responsibility
for developing breadth has usually rested in
specialized departments. That is. stude11ts
are assigned a group of courses in various
specialized areas. This, when considered in
light of the tremendous "knowledge explo·
sion" following World War II, led to a bi·
furcation of courses and the intensive specialization characteristics of many programs.
Evidence exists that this specialization does
not produce the most effective education .
Governors State University will seek to escape
th e tr<Jp of the breadth-depth curricular concept. Instead of placing breadth and depth in
opposition. it will develop a new model out·
side of that framework . Tne key to this
approach is perhaps best exemplified in Alfred North Whitehead's statement: "What
we should aim at producing is men who
possess both culture and expert knowledge
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in some special d•rection. Their expert knowledge will give them
the ground to stan from and their culture will lead them as deep
as philosophy and high as art."
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VI. STUDENT SERVICES AND THE
INTEGRATION OF STUDENT LIFE
A. STUDENT SERVICES
The educational program of Governors State
University consists of all the experi ences
avai lable to the student while he or she is involved with the University. Student Services.
as an Integral part of the educational process.
will provide opPOrtunities for students to accumulate experiences that contribute to the
realization of their educational purposes and
the development of more rewarding life styles.
Student Services is charged with a centralized
major responsibility for the initiation and
development of activitios which promote the
Integration of the students' tota l educational
experi ence. In a decentralized sense, all
members of the University community w ill be
integral parts of student experiences and
student services with the most direct services
being concentrated in the Colleges.
Specific processes and positions have been
established to facilitate tasks necessary to the
supportive functioning of Student Services.
The skills or persons having general counseling ~bilities as well as specific competencies
will be utilized to develop individualized and
generali zed student services. All members of
Student Services will periorm counseling services to assist students in establishing educational goals. This service will include personal,
social, and career counseling supplementing
that offered by other members of tl)e University
especially in the Colleges.
Stud ent Services is responsible for the development and direction of student, nonacademic activities such as supervising -coun·
sellng services. health services. and general
student activities. Studer\! Services will serve
in an advisory capacity on all n1aners of
student concern and on University supported
activities which influence the student's mind,
body, and character thereby implementing the
rules and regulations of the University, the
Board o r Governors, and the State which

regulate student conduct, safety, and general
welfare .
Centralized Student Services will coordinate
the student personnel functions of the Student Services personnel in the collegiate
units.
Counse ling and Guidance will be charged
with the responsibility of supervising student
counselors in the Student Services and working in a consultative capacity on matters of
counseling to Student Services and the University community. Counseling and Guidance
will oather and diagnose information of concern to students.
The testing office will complement the work
of Student Services and others in the University community with individual testing
services thereby utilizing tests in such areas
as interest. personality. personal problem
survey, aptitude, study habits, and values to
assist Student Services and the University
community in the maximum development of
students' potentialties. The office will work
in a consultative and resource capacity to
Student Services on matters of testing.
Student Activities will act in a supportive
capacity to student generated activities encouraging a broad range of activities which
enrich and extend student identification within
the University environment. The office will
provide assistance and counselln the development of student participation in University
governance and will play a key role in tho
recreation program. cultural activities program.
special interest organi~ations, and the expenditure of Student Activity rees.

8. HEALTI-l SERVICES.
Hoolth Services will have the general responsibility lor collecting, recording, and
transmitting data concerning the health of
students, faculty, and staff. The Health Service will provide essenrial emergency. evalulllive, and referral health delivery services
within the capability of the Health Center
and will establish procedures and sources
for expedient services beyond its capacity.
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Heal th Services will encourage cooperative
relationships with Nursing Education and Administrative programs at Governors State
University.
Health Services will cons.u lt with Student
Services and the University comrnunity on
rn(ltters of health. Health Services will supply
pc.rtinen t information to Student Services to
assist in counseling and will offer counselinQ
services, individually and in groups, to students on matters of health concern to students .
C. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
1. Admissions
The admissions service wi ll include, but
not be limited to, general promulgation
and interpretation of University programs
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and admissions criteria, deve lopment of
application procedures and forms, coordination of the articulation of students into
University programs, and provision for collection and distribution of student data
elements into an integra ted information
system.
2. Financial Aid
The financial aid service will minimize the
possibility that the student w ill be forced
to abandon her i his educational aspirations·
for lack of fi nancial support. It w ill disseminate information concerning available financial assistance programs, generate and
coordinate resources to fund such programs,
and counsel wi th students concerning per·
sonal finances and budgeting. In addition,

il will dislribote financial assislance to studenls, administer lhe University loan and
work study programs, and arrange realistic
loan repayment schedul es.
3. Student Employment
The student employment service will estal) lish cooperative relationships with employers and potential employers to mcrease
opportunities for off-campus employment of
siUdents- It will also develop a student
employment program within lhe University
and provide students with information about
lhese opportunities. Both of these programs will be closely coordinaled with
other agencies and offices.
Student employment experiences shou ld
contribute to, rather than detracl from or
lnterlere with , students ' educational experiences- This work experience, as an
Integral part of the students' education,
will include attitudinal as well as skills
development. Cooperative educalion that
is academically effective will be a primary
rcsponsibilily of the coll egial units as
coord inated by the centrallr.ed o ffice .

4- . Registration and Records
Tho registration and records service w ill
provide critical information for the student,
all agencies of the University, and the
broader communities associat11d with the
University. It will be responsible for the
creation and maintenance of appropriate
student record systems, 1he coordination
of stude nt enrollment and progress records, and the generation of data for operational and research purpos es.

!>. Placement
The placement service will provide lhe
student information regarding employment
opportunities, both current and future,
moans IO< disseminating a1 his request his
personal papers and recOtdS 10 prospective
employers, and opportunities for visiting
with prospective employers_
6. Environmental Support Services
Thf:Se services includ e, hut are not limited

to, the development and coordinationofthe
food service system, lounges. and other
general recreational facilities, the bookstore, the transportation system, parking
arrangements, and the systemalic protection
of lifo and property ol the University and
its constituents. Safety services are viewed
as both individually facilitalive and humane
as well as protective of the rights and
responsibilities of individuals and groups
under the law_

0 . THE INTEGRATION OF STUDENT LIFE
1 . Divisive Influence of the Commuter
Environment

The problems created by living <It home
whil e attending a commuter university cannot be ignor<:d in the pla1111ing of Governors State University. There are many related
problems such as commuter transportation ,
lack of study facilities at home, familial
comprehension and understanding of the
Sludent's academic efforts_
A commuter campus has a buill-in element
of separateness and sometimes even i!lien-

ation which some students frH>I toward
in stitutior\S of this type. Th is does not
assume that commuter institutions cannot

produce lop-flight s tu dems. Nor does it
assume that the residential college is the
only viable model. Rather, it points out
that the residential college has a built-in
" sense of place" lhrough which students
may more readily identify with •-their"
college, and thus, tend to care more aboul
what goes on at the college . Such concorn may, of course, express itself as
much in terms of socia I lifo and athletic
rallies as in scholarly endeavor. But the
Important point is lhat the polential for
desirable involvement In lhe academic process is enhanced if each student feels
that she / he belongs 10 tha institution and
thai she or he has a place i n it.
2 . Physical Provisions for Integration of
Student Life
The decisive influence of the commuter
campus will be overcom e in part by the
provision of facilities which enhance op-
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portunities for students to identify psychologically with the University environment . Governors State University will
provide a physical attraction for its stu
dents which will immediately predispose
them to spending increasing portoons of
their time on the campus. As in the pro
visioo\ for the several climates for instruction (I.e.. indivodual. small groups,
largo group orcas). spaces must be designed
for student ~tudrmt and facu tty-student coon rnunica tion in o variety of cl imates:
a. Individu al stutly areas strateg ica lly
placed throughout the campus.
b. Locker ond s torage areas. central and
dispersed.
c. Lounge and food service areas deliberately dispersed in relationship to
instructional areas and time spent in
such areas.
d. The campus center - load services,
recreational facilities, lounges, work
areas, and offices for student activities.
Tho University library mi~tht well be
located to relate to this center.
e. Commercial shops and services contiguous to tho campus.
f. Outsido recreatio nal, study, and so·
ciallt lng areas.
g. Commons and study .;:uoas related to
the instruc tional outposts which extend
the Universi ty program into th e community.
3 . Psychological Provision for Student
Identification
The provision of anractive and well-designed commuter commons space has
failod, in and of itself, to solve the problem
of student isolation in commuter enviroo)·
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ments. Governors State University has a
unique opportunity to develop and exploit
the basic ingredient of student identification
- that of an integrated educational envoronment wherein instructional programs, student services, and learning support systems
are combined in the perception ot tho studem and psychologically possessed by him
as ~ consequence of student Involveme nt
in the educational process.
The realization ot its desire to be ~11 open
ond humane University wi ll ~t reatly resolve
the Identification problem. To assuro the
Integration of student li fe into the total
education program, Governors State University will take the following steps:
a. Full integration of student scrvoces and
the instructional program by:
( I I Deliberate involvement of all members of the University community in
the needs of stude nt life.
(21 Assignment of personnel in each
college to coordinat e academ ic ad·
visement and college student scovioes
and to serve as liaison with centralized
student services.
(3) Establishment o l a viW I Studont Serv·
iCes Committee COooiposecJ o l s tudents,
facu lty, coll ege personnel officers, onrl
central servic e officers to dove lor> pol icy
recommendations for Improvement of
student life .
b. Physical locotion of tho offices of the
necessary officers in such a manner that
will provide direct, easy access by students.
c. Maintenance of an open house policy
and security for students to use Uni
vcrsity facilities for their approved ac
tivi1ies .

V II. LEARNING SUPPORT SERVICES
To enable the University to maximize its effectiveness as an open experimenting institution, speci<ili1ed fa<:i liti es w ill be requ ired. These
include tho f·ollow ing:
A. LEARN ING RESOURCES CENT ER
The learning Resources Center will be the
main reposotory and distributor of all forms of
instructional materia ls and informa tion books, pamphlets, periodicals, and gr~phics
as well as newer forms. A ll resow·ces will
be housed in and distributed by the Center.
While these materials and informatoon will
be primarily housed in the Center, it will
have collegiate sub-co nters and will h~ve the
capacity of distributing the m<otcrials and
informatoon to all parts of the campus including its outposts. The learning Resources
Center will be designed to suppOrt instruc·
tiona! stra tegies and educationa l programs developed by the coll egial units. Planning for
the Ce nter wi ll be done in cognizance of
current and anticipated technolog ical develop
ments in acquisition, processing, circulation,
retrieval, Md distribution of instruc tional materials and information. Contracted services
w ill be employ ed w herever practicable so th e
bulk of resou rces will be used for acquisitions
rather than personnel .
B. INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNICATIO NS
CENTER
The purpose of the I nstructiona I Communications Center is to provide those resourcespersonnel, equipment, facilities-necessary
to produce instructional materials needed by
faculty and studen ts to enhance and individual ize tho learn ing process . The Contcr w ill
have lhe c apacity to produce f acu lty and
stud em developed concepts utilizing the most
apprOPriate media or multi-media mode. Facilities for producing audio-visua l and video·
tape ma terials, the distribution center for
transmission of s ignals from d ial ao1d / or random access information systems and computer assisted instruction systems, among
others, will be included in this Center. lnstructiomoI materials produced by the In·

structional Communications Cente r w ill be
catalogued and circulated by the Learning
Resources Center wi th the exception of on
line information and computer based systems.
Small scale, faculty or student operated devices tor preparing insuuctional materials
wi ll be located in college subcenter s.
C. COLLEGIAL A ND OUTPOST LEA RNING
SUPPORT SERVICES
Spec ial work and study oriented services are
required by the University becau se of th e
inheren t nature of a commuter co llege. The
services provided w ill , in many cases, be
u sed by faculty as well as students.
The specia l services required wi ll be located
in:

1 . Laboratories, c lassrooms, and o th<lr cam
pus areas w here individual problem-oriented
w ork will be carried out.
2. Collegial areas such as semi nar ann lounge
facilities. w here Sllldents w ill congreg• te .
3. On-compus outposts, special n on-collegiate rolaten centers where sever a! students
w ill congregate for the expressed purpose
only of using those services.
4. Oft-campus outposts, such as mobile fa
ci lities and in-town (e.g ., Chicago or elsewhere) work and s tudy areas . Some study
areas may be similar to existing student
carrels.
The kinds of special services and facilities
that w ill be available will be p ushing the
state· ol· the-art in several areas, but wi ll be
entirely consistent with the notions of a futureoriented, humane. open, flexible and exper·
imentlng institution . S tudents will hav e access
to a v ari ety of the following:
Movie and s lide projectors, ti m() sharing
coonputer terminals, audio-tutorial and com
puter assisted programs. coffeepots, lounge
and rest areas, a video interface for data
bank access to libraries or the Learning
Resources Center, audio i>layback devices .
hand·out journals. microform reader I pri nter
unit s, typewriters, copiers. telephones, utili ties (air. gas. electricity, w ater, exhaust),
spec ial laboratory equipment, and th e like .
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D. CULTURAL-EDUCATION CENTER
This facility w ill be designed to accomodate
those functions that contribute to the ex
pansion of life, the redefinitions of life•style,
and the d istribution and display of th e products of the plastic and performing arts . It
can include an auditorium. theatre. and open
galleries lor the display of all forms of natural
and man-made art representing multiple racial
and ethnic cultural groups. It is the focal
poi nt for student and community-oriented
perform ing arts. It w ill. therefore . provide a
focus of cultural activity supporting the re lationship between the University and tl>e
local <;omrnunity. The Center can serve as
a focal point for cu ltural expansion and the
study and enjoyment of the cultural arts and
heritages of al l peoples.
The Center w ill be planned to combine rehearsal rooms, art studios, lounge areas.
ceramic studios, and seminar study facilities

....
\\
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w ith actual performance ar>ddisplay functions .
The multi-purpose function of the facility in
terms of its instructional-display-service use
assures e11icient utilization of the facility.
E. COMMUNITY ORIENTATION
As with its educational and community service
programs the support services and centers
are intended to serve mu ltiple community
constitu encies above and beyond th e staff
and student groups. Support of com munity
groups wi ll be sought. The extensive use
of University facilities will requ ire external
support for construction and programs . Appropriate interfaces are being p lanned betvveen groups, agencies, institutions, munici-

palities. etc. For example, the Learning Resources Center interacts with area libr<1ries .
telecommunications linkages are planned between the Instructional Communications Center and cable TV systems . Our only limits
are those of imagination .

